you would feel the old world vanishing Singula da nohis ...A letter If Rhyllis is still with you give her my love. I shall write to from Dornoch. As for my letter as a recruit, you must do as you Manning think best; very likely you are quite right about it. I think every writer has the sense of insufficiency which you experience in correcting your proofs: and it is quite explicable, for words and phrases are only the traces of the experiences of the author in representing his world, not the experience itself. I don't think any reader ever experiences the same emotional tension and excitement as the author does: only the significance of the traces enables him to realize, or induces in him by their cumulative effect, a more or less similar experience. I think your style and manner perfect for the material with which you deal; and I think they have quite sufficient variety to be applied in other fields. I met King while I was abroad and quite a lot of interesting people; Emil Ludwig became rather angry with me, because I admired none of his idols, and I said that civilization was being devoured by its rats. What you say about the madness of the present times I have been saying ever since the war; and indeed before it, I am a Tory. There isn't any Tory party at . present. The two men I have some confidence in are Neville Chamberlain and Lord Reading. Much love to all, Yours always affectionately,
FRED.
P,S. Our real error is in admitting equality with other nations: that is the fallacy behind all internationalism. France's insistence on maintaining security by armaments is one of the reasons for the flow of gold there. America refuses to be drawn into any international commitments. Her intervention in the discussion of the Manchurian problem by the League is exceptional, momentary, and not disinterested, We also should free ourselves and seek a purely national policy. A true equilibrium is brought about by every nation developing its utmost: weakness leads only to dissolution and chaos.
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